
Customer State Machine 
A single system for businesses that can solve every data problem 



Based on the concept of the Turing Machine, the Plumb5 Platform is 

designed to help businesses seamlessly automate processes. The 

customer state machine is designed to automate customer centric 

processes and interactions, which is the biggest challenge for anyone 

who is looking to provide a great customer experience  

The Plumb5 model uses the 7 step loop-back mechanism for 

automation with focus on data structure > pattern > machine 

learning > intelligence > decisions > actions > response  



Why is it important for a business to have a 
Customer State Machine? 
 
# A customer state machine allows the business to 
automate complex processes like real-time 
personalization, conversion engagement and 
support interaction. 
 
# The ability to create contextual experiences with 
every single customer across touch-points, enables 
businesses to address customer queries in real-time. 
Since this is machine-driven, businesses can save a 
lot of time and money to achieve revenues. 
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The two major problems we solve,  
to make Real-Time Automation possible. 
 
# Bi-directional Data Flow 
 
# Unified Data Architecture 



In order to enable seamless real-
time automation, you need to 
design for bidirectional data flow. 
 
As current systems are 
unidirectional, they hinder 
automation.  
 
This comparison shows how the 
optimized flow in Plumb5 can 
enable real-time automation. 

Bi-directional data flow 
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In order to get real-time automation right, it is important to have a unified architecture with 
relationships built across every data attribute. Unstructured data in silos makes it almost 
impossible to create real-time automation. 

Unified Architecture 

S A M P L E  R E L A T I O N S H I P  M A P  



The right platform for Machine Learning and to 
deliver Intelligence in Real-Time 
 
# Holistic data derived from unified data architecture is 
important for learning sets. Without this, learning would 
be inaccurate. 
 
# Relationship between data attributes allows for quick 
detection of patterns. 
 
# Scores attached to individual nodes allow for real-time 
computation for decision making by machines. 



Screen Walkthrough 
Plumb5 demonstrates how an enterprise can easily 
manage their data and configure business 
automation with less IT support. 



















Inbuilt Features of Plumb5 
Designed to deliver real-time decision automation 



Reach us at 
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